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Description: "The Institute of Computing and Information Sciences (COINS) was established in 1985 [under the auspices of the College of Arts & Sciences] to coordinate the emerging curricula in computing and to establish a computer literacy program on campus. In addition, academic computer laboratories were placed within its purview. On a broader scale COINS was expected to oversee the acquisition of computer hardware and software across the campus to insure compatibility. This latter requirement eventually shifted to a new Computer Steering Committee and then to a newer organization of computer/technology committees under the Executive Committee for Technology …in Feb 2001…acquisition responsibilities, along with the responsibilities for the academic computer laboratories [were transferred] to a new Management Information organization under a chief Information Officer (CIO)" (2002-2003 COINS Self-Study Report) With organizational restructuring COINS became part of the College of Science and Mathematics. In 2005-2006 The Institute became the Department of Computing and Information Sciences
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